Randy L. Maddox
Publications

Books: Author


Co-Author


Volume Editor and Contributor


General Editor


Kingswood Book series, Nashville: Abingdon Press.

Nineteen volumes between 1998 and 2008 (list available on request).
Online Critical Editions and Guides

Charles Wesley’s Collected Manuscript Verse
http://divinity.duke.edu/initiatives/cswt/charles-manuscript-verse

Charles Wesley’s Collected Published Verse
http://divinity.duke.edu/initiatives/cswt/charles-published-verse

Charles Wesley – Register of Preaching
http://divinity.duke.edu/initiatives/cswt/research-resources

John Wesley’s Poetry and Hymn Collections
http://divinity.duke.edu/initiatives/cswt/john-wesley

John Wesley’s Sermon Register
http://wesley-works.org/sermon-register/

Major Articles:


“John Wesley on Holistic Health and Healing.” *Methodist History* 46 (2007): 4–33. [see longer version above in 2013]


“Wesley as Theological Mentor: The Question of Truth or Salvation Through Other Religions.”


**Shorter Essays:**


“Clarifying Christian Concerns [about Stem-Cell Research and Therapeutic Cloning].” *SPU Response* 27.3 (Summer 2004): 14.


“Toward Inclusive Instruction in Religion and Philosophy.” *Faculty Dialogue* 17 (Spring 1992): 185–90.


**Newly Published Wesley Primary Texts:**


“Josiah Tucker on Justification: Source for a Wesley Letter.” *Methodist History* 44.3 (2006):
166–69.

Published Bibliographies of Wesley Items:


Forewords:


Resources Made Available over the Internet

“Recent Dissertations in Wesley Studies, 2000–2013”
http://divinity.duke.edu/sites/divinity.duke.edu/files/documents/cswt/02_Recent_Dissertations.pdf

“Select Bibliography on Science and Christian Theology” (last updated Jan. 2007)
http://www.meta-library.net/mdxbib/index-frame.html

“The United Methodist Way” (2007 – was principal writer)
http://methodistthinker.files.wordpress.com/2010/05/united-methodist-way-maddox-et-al.pdf

“Wesley and Health” (2 part online interview), Church Health Reader (2011)

“Wesley’s Prescription for Making Disciples of Jesus Christ: Insights for the 21st Century Church.”

plus over 100 book reviews and notices